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AN ANTIQUATED PERSPECTIVE: LIFETIME BAN FOR MSM BLOOD DONATIONS NO LONGER GLOBAL NORM

Christopher McAdam*

Logan Parker**

But I know also, that laws and institutions must go hand in hand with the progress of the human mind. As that becomes more developed, more enlightened, as new discoveries are made, new truths disclosed, and manners and opinions change with the change of circumstances, institutions must advance also, and keep pace with the times.

— Thomas Jefferson

ABSTRACT

During the 1980’s, the relatively unknown human immunodeficiency virus/acquired immunodeficiency syndrome ("HIV/AIDS") struck fear into the hearts of society and stigmatized the homosexual population as the root of the problem. In response to the threat posed by the disease and in an attempt to keep the nation’s blood supply safe, the Food and Drug Administration ("FDA") imposed a lifetime ban on any man who has had sex with another man ("MSM") at any time, even once, since 1977 from donating blood. The United States still maintains the ban on gay blood donors while other nations have altered their regulations to reflect the science of today. In this article, we argue that the United States, and the
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FDA, have been unresponsive in assessing whether the MSM ban can be updated, and has largely ignored the global shift away from a lifetime ban. The basis that other countries have used to change their policies is applicable to the U.S., including the drastic reduction in detection time for HIV, and social, cultural, and legal changes. We argue the ban is discriminatory, bears no rational relationship to modern circumstances, and violates the constitution. Also, this policy is arbitrary and capricious for continued enforcement without consideration of current HIV transmission patterns. Further, we argue the MSM ban is against public policy. This article concludes by recommending the policy for blood donors take into account risk factors from all donors and that the deferral period for MSM donors be a maximum of six-months.

I. INTRODUCTION

Five young men, all active homosexuals, were treated for Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia "in the period October 1980-May 1981." 1 These five men were the first cases of acquired immunodeficiency syndrome ("AIDS"). 2 A few weeks later, a report by the Centers for Disease Control ("CDC") found an additional twenty-six homosexual men with AIDS in the San Francisco and New York area. 3 By the fall of 1981, more than 100 AIDS cases had been reported to the CDC, 4 growing to 1000 cases by 1983. 5 Of those 1000 cases officially reported, 71% of them were cases of "men who have sex with men ("MSM")." 6 Shortly thereafter, the disease was reported in every state in the country 7 and in other parts of the world. 8 In the first decade of the AIDS epidemic, death

---

2. Id.; WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION, HIV/AIDS (Oct. 30, 2013), http://www.who.int/features/qa/71/en/index.html. (The human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infects cells of the immune system, destroying or impairing their function. Infection with the virus results in the progressive deterioration of the immune system, leading to “immune deficiency.” The immune system is considered deficient when it can no longer fulfill its role of fighting infection and disease. Acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) is the term that applies to the most advanced stages of HIV infection).
5. Id.
6. Osmond, supra note 4.
7. See id.
was most often a certainty for those individuals who contracted the disease.\(^9\)

Little was known about the disease when it was first discovered,\(^10\) but it was later learned that it was both blood-borne and sexually transmitted.\(^11\)

"The fact that homosexual men constituted the initial population in which AIDS occurred in the United States led some to surmise that a homosexual lifestyle was specifically related to the disease."\(^12\) The disease was also referred to as "gay plague," "gay cancer," "gay-related immune disorder," and even a bug that could be brought home to infect the family.\(^13\)

Yet homosexual men were not the only subset of individuals contracting the disease.\(^14\) By the summer of 1982, intravenous-drug users, Haitians, hemophiliacs, and recipients of blood transfusions who were not homosexuals, were showing the same signs of immune suppression and were developing the same unusual opportunistic infections that were first seen only in homosexual men.\(^15\) Stemming from that, the CDC officially adopted "Acquired Disease Deficiency Syndrome" in July 1982 as the "official name of a mysterious organism that was believed to be causing homosexuals, hemophiliacs, Haitians, and intravenous drugs users to develop a variety of opportunistic infections."\(^16\)

With much of the nation still gripped in fear and ignorance, coupled with lack of scientific knowledge about HIV/AIDS, the government thought it imperative and necessary to take action and place appropriate procedures to control the spread of HIV/AIDS and keep the nation's blood supply safe. The Food and Drug Administration ("FDA") established regulations requiring standards to be established for screening blood and plasma donations for risk factors related to HIV and other infectious diseases.\(^17\) To comply with the regulations, blood donation centers must

---

10. See AVERT, supra note 8.
13. See AVERT, supra note 8.
15. Id.
assess a donor’s medical history on the day of donation. Generally, a donor must be healthy, at least seventeen years old, and weigh at least 110 pounds. The regulations identify certain “high-risk” donors that are “deferred.” The regulations did not stipulate MSM donors as high risk; instead the FDA issued guidance materials identifying MSM donors as high risk and not permitted to donate blood. The restrictions on MSM donors have evolved over the years, and it was not until 1992 when the FDA released revised recommendations that officially required that “men who have had sex with another man even one time since 1977” should not donate.

Today, the United States still maintains the almost three-decade old ban. This is despite other countries lifting or amending their bans recently, advancements in testing technology since the ban was originally implemented, the need for potential blood donors due to blood shortage, growing pressure from political figures and advocacy groups, and petitions seeking to repeal and change the MSM blood ban. The American Red Cross has even publicly requested this ban be changed. However, the only steps towards revising this policy occurred

21. Id.
28. See Christen McCurdy, Red Cross Favors Amending Blood Donation Policy by Gay and Bisexual Men,
in February of 2012 when Health and Human Services asked for comments from the public regarding ideas on how to design a study to assess whether the policy can be changed. No meeting or study has been conducted since this announcement.

This article draws attention to the increasingly irrelevant ban and addresses potential routes for challenging the MSM ban. The article ultimately argues that global policy changes are based on advanced science and sound policy. Global policy demonstrates that the U.S. is far behind, and we ought to look to it for guidance. Part II will discuss the history of the MSM ban and recent advancements in blood testing. Part III will look to the various countries around the world that have progressed beyond the United States in amending or lifting their MSM ban, and the international law argument to challenging the ban. Part IV will discuss whether the factors that lead other countries to revise their blood donation polices regarding MSM donors are applicable to the United States. Part V will focus on other possible challenges to the FDA’s MSM ban: (1) the constitutional law argument; (2) the administrative law argument; and (3) the public policy argument. The conclusion of this article is that, by adopting the strategy of other countries, the United States can remove the ban on MSM donors and follow an individualized risk-based approach for deferring donors.

II. THE MSM BAN

The U.S. Public Health Service (“PHS”) is housed under the Department of Health and Human Services (“HHS”). The PHS is the umbrella agency that oversees the Food and Drug Administration. The FDA is responsible for protecting the public health by assuring the safety, efficacy, and security of human and veterinary drugs, biological products, medical devices, our nation’s food supply, cosmetics, and products that emit radiation. It is also responsible for protecting the nation’s blood supply. The FDA’s authority to implement policies related to blood

29. 77 C.F.R § 36.
comes from the re-delegation of the HHS statutory authority to uphold the public health. HHS was granted this power from two statutes: the Public Health Service Act and the Food, Drug, and Cosmetics Act. A subdivision of the FDA, the Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research ("CBER"), is entrusted with drafting regulations to ensure the quality and safety of the nation’s blood supply. Together, the FDA and CBER are charged with licensing blood banks, such as the American Red Cross, and creating safeguards to limit the risk of communicable diseases through blood donations.

The FDA is entrusted with establishing requirements for blood testing prior to release to recipients, and donor eligibility. The FDA requires blood donation centers to evaluate individuals prior to testing based on medical, social, and sexual history. Section 21 C.F.R. 640.3, issued by the FDA, establishes the suitability of a donor but does not speak to MSM donors as a high-risk group.

Instead of promulgating a regulation about MSM deferrals, the FDA issued guidance materials in 1992 labeling MSM as a high-risk group that is excluded and unsuitable to donate blood. Specifically, any man who has had sex with another man at any time, even once, since 1979, is indefinitely deferred.
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34. See 21 C.F.R § 5.10 (a)(3) (2013) (These functions are law enforcement functions of sort. They include among other subjects, blood and blood products).
37. 42 U.S.C § 262 (a) & (c) (2013); 21 U.S.C § 360 (b) (2013).
40. 21 C.F.R § 1271.50 (2013).
41. See 21 C.F.R § 640.3 (a) (2013). (To be suitable to donate blood you must at least be 17 years old in most states (16 years old in some states with parental consents), and weigh at least 110 pounds, amongst other things.). See Eligibility Requirements, AM. RED CROSS, http://www.redcrossblood.org/donating-blood/eligibility-requirements (last visited April 12, 2013).
42. See 21 C.F.R. §§ 640.3 (b)–(f), 640.63 (c) (2013) (plasma donation information).
44. See Belli, supra note 14, at 339; see also Cray, supra note 43 (Other prospective donors that are permanently deferred: intravenous drug users; hemophiliacs; individuals who have ever had a positive antibody
A. History of the MSM Ban

MSM were not always indefinitely deferred. The ban began in March 1983 when the Office of Biologics issued non-mandatory guidelines\textsuperscript{45} recommending members of groups at “increased risk for AIDS” refrain from donating blood.\textsuperscript{46} The first guidelines issued by the Office of Biologics only pertained to gays who were either currently sexually active with multiple partners, had “overt symptoms of immune deficiency,” or had previously engaged in sexual relations with people who had or exhibited such symptoms.\textsuperscript{47}

The policy underwent numerous revisions since its introduction in 1983; such revisions allowed MSM to donate blood if they were not sexually active with multiple partners, did not have “overt symptoms of immune deficiency,” or had not previously engaged in sexual relations with people who now exhibited such symptoms.\textsuperscript{48} The Office of Biologics issued biannual revisions to the original exclusion categories laid out in the 1983 non-mandatory guidelines from 1984 to 1996.\textsuperscript{49} Beginning in 1986, the revised policy started excluding men who have had sex with another man, one or more times since 1977.\textsuperscript{50} This revision amended the 1984 language that excluded males who have had sex with more than one male since 1979.\textsuperscript{51} It wasn’t until 1992 that the FDA issued mandatory guidelines recommending a lifetime deferral for gay male donors.\textsuperscript{52}
B. The Ban At Work: Blood Donating & Testing Process

Every blood-testing center must evaluate the eligibility of a donor at the time of donation.\textsuperscript{53} For an individual to be suitable to donate blood, the American Red Cross lists four steps that an individual must complete.\textsuperscript{54} These steps are: (1) Registration; (2) Health History & Mini-Physical; (3) Donations; and (4) Refreshments.\textsuperscript{55} Step one requires prospective donors to read education materials and then acknowledge in writing that they have read and understood these materials, have been given the opportunity to ask questions, and have provided accurate information.\textsuperscript{56} Step three is where the donor, no longer prospective, donates blood, which takes eight to ten minutes.\textsuperscript{57} Step four takes place after the donation, where a donor “should have a snack and something to drink in the refreshment area.”\textsuperscript{58} Step two, which is the most relevant and pertinent to this article, can permanently defer a prospective donor based on a single question from the questionnaire.\textsuperscript{59}

During step two of the blood donating process, a potential donor is faced with answering invasive and personal questions about health history.\textsuperscript{60} The health history of a potential donor is assessed on a questionnaire or Health History Form (“HH Form”).\textsuperscript{61} Many HH Forms are about fifty questions and start by asking preliminary questions about the donor’s perception of health, whether they have recently ingested medications on the medicine deferral list, and if they have donated blood recently.\textsuperscript{62} The HH Form then moves into asking a donor about behavior that would elevate a donor’s risk of HIV or other diseases transmitted

\textsuperscript{53} See 21 C.F.R. 640.3 (2013).
\textsuperscript{55} Id.
\textsuperscript{56} See id.
\textsuperscript{57} Id.
\textsuperscript{58} Id.
\textsuperscript{60} See AM. RED CROSS, supra note 54.
(The stated purpose of the questionnaire is to “ensure the donor is in good health and the donation process is safe for the donor, and to identify risk factors for diseases transmissible by blood and blood components.”)
\textsuperscript{62} See id.
through the blood stream.\textsuperscript{63} This includes "sexual contact" with a person with HIV, paying for sex or having sex with anyone who has paid for sex, or getting a tattoo.\textsuperscript{64} The final set of questions could determine possible temporary or lifetime deferral donor status. A question presented on the HH Form explicitly asks, from 1977 to present, have "[male donors] had sexual contact with another male, even once?"\textsuperscript{65} If a donor answers affirmatively to this question, the donor is automatically disqualified, categorically, from donating blood indefinitely,\textsuperscript{66} no further evaluation, no more questions asked, and no mini-physical takes place.\textsuperscript{67} Instead, that prospective donor is entered on a national 'deferral' database of people banned for life from donating.\textsuperscript{68}

C. Advancements in Testing

Many advancements in scientific technology have occurred in the years since the MSM blood ban was first instituted. The testing of blood for communicable diseases such as HIV has become more accurate and targeted. In 1985, blood blanks were required to test blood donations\textsuperscript{69} using an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay test ("ELISA").\textsuperscript{70} The FDA created a new test, the Western Blot, in 1985 because the ELISA test was prone to false positives.\textsuperscript{71} The two tests used in combination have a high rate of success for detecting HIV.\textsuperscript{72} However, the latency period for HIV could be several months, thus rendering the tests useless because the person infected has not yet developed the antibodies detected by the tests.\textsuperscript{73} Since the early 2000's, the nucleic acid test ("NAT") is another

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{63} See id. ("Sexual contact" with a person with HIV or having paid for sex or had sex with anyone who has paid for sex will result in automatic deferral. The American Red Cross generally recommends that an individual wait 12 months to donate if they just got a tattoo); Eligibility Criteria By Topic, AM. RED CROSS, http://www.redcrossblood.org/donating-blood/eligibility-requirements.
  \item \textsuperscript{64} See Blood Donor Screening and Testing, AM. ASS'N OF BLOOD BANKS, https://www.aabb.org/resources/governementregulatory/donoreligibility/Pages/default.aspx (last visited Feb. 17, 2014).
  \item \textsuperscript{65} Full-Length Donor History Questionnaire, supra note 59.
  \item \textsuperscript{67} Belli, supra note 14, at 327.
  \item \textsuperscript{68} Id.; Christopher Heredia, Panel Upholds Ban on Gays Giving Blood: Advisors to FDA Call Risk of AIDS Too Great, SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE, Sept. 15, 2000, at 1.
  \item \textsuperscript{70} Belli, supra note 14, at 332-33 (ELISA detects human antibody produced in response to exposure to HIV).
  \item \textsuperscript{71} Id. at 334.
  \item \textsuperscript{73} Belli, supra note 14, at 335-36.
\end{itemize}
widely used test.\textsuperscript{74} NAT reduced the risk of transfusion transmission of HIV to about one unit per two million donations.\textsuperscript{75} NAT detects the presence of HIV within nine to eleven days of infection.\textsuperscript{76}

The success of testing and detecting HIV in blood has led many to question the appropriateness of the current MSM blood ban not only in the United States but internationally.\textsuperscript{77} The effectiveness of the testing has had no effect on the Blood Products Advisory Committee ("BPAC"). BPAC has refused time and time again to lift or even amend the MSM policy.\textsuperscript{78}

This flies in the face of the success of HIV testing, shifting national public support for gay rights, and the nation’s blood shortage crisis. Moreover, the decision of our country to maintain the ban, despite other countries with the same or lesser technology than the United States lifting or amending their ban, has sparked debate that the MSM blood ban is antiquated, not to mention discriminatory and stigmatizing.

\section*{III. GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE ON MSM BLOOD DONOR POLICY}

Every country in the world has specific challenges and history that require laws and regulations that would meet the needs of its particular citizenry. However, the research below reveals a clear pattern of several countries reevaluating their policies regarding MSM donations. Many countries recognize that deferral policies were enacted in the 1980’s, during a time of confusion, stigma, and limited science. A rational evaluation of the current environment has led countries to repeal or modify

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{74} See Blood Testing, AM. RED CROSS, http://www.redcrossblood.org/learn-about-blood/what-happens-donated-blood/blood-testing (last visited Mar. 23, 2013); see also Christopher D. Pilcher et al., Acute HIV Revisited: New Opportunities for Treatment and Prevention, 113 J. CLINICAL INVESTIGATION 937, 937 (2004), available at http://www.jci.org/cgi/reprint/113/7/937.pdf (“While HIV nucleic acid amplification assays are now extremely sensitive and can reliably detect HIV by days 9–11 of infection . . . , they are vulnerable to false-positive rates as high as 1%. Such tests remain relatively expensive and have not traditionally been used for routine clinical HIV screening.”)
  \item \textsuperscript{75} See id.
  \item \textsuperscript{77} See generally SABTO, supra note 22, at 32-34.
\end{itemize}
their policies regarding blood donations. The changes began as early as 2001 and have continued to the present day.

These countries have certainly not changed their policies lightly. In fact, many studies and press statements still emphasize that the safety of the blood supply is of the utmost importance. An important factor that all countries base their policies on is modern science. The implementation of NAT testing has drastically shortened the window period in which HIV might go undetected in a blood donation. Also, countries are reevaluating HIV infection trends in their population. A ban on MSM blood donations does not make sense if the primary vehicle of HIV infection is heterosexual intercourse, or intravenous drug use. Lastly, many countries have recognized the need for nondiscriminatory policies regarding blood donations. Nondiscriminatory laws are continually being extended to the LGBT community, and citizens are demanding equality for all.

A. United Kingdom

The United Kingdom began permanently deferring blood donations from MSM in 1985 in response to the HIV/AIDS epidemic and to protect against blood donors who were unaware of being HIV positive. Disease testing of blood donations began in the 1960s and came under increased legal and medical scrutiny with the emergence of Hepatitis C and HIV in the 1970's and 1980's. In the U.K., there has not been an HIV infection caused by a blood donation since 2002 (HIV infections between 1996 and 2002 were due to window period donations that did not test positive for HIV, and they were before the introduction of NAT testing).

A study conducted in 2008 estimated 83,000 people were living with HIV in the U.K., of which 27% were unaware of their infection. Of those infected, 61,213 cases received care, and of those receiving care, 50% of infections were caused by heterosexual intercourse, while 42% of those infections were caused by homosexual intercourse. Of the HIV infections caused by heterosexual intercourse, 67% were caused by intercourse with

79. SABTO, supra note 22, at 7.
80. Id. at 35.
81. Id. at 10.
83. SABTO, supra note 22, at 40.
84. SABTO, supra note 22, at 19.
85. Id.
black Africans or caused while traveling abroad to sub-Saharan Africa.\textsuperscript{86} A concentration of infections in urban areas is demonstrated by the fact that just over half of those infected with HIV in England live in London.\textsuperscript{87}

The U.K. permanently defers donors who have ever had Syphilis, HIV, or Hepatitis C, those who have ever worked as a commercial sex worker, and those who have ever used intravenous drugs.\textsuperscript{88} There is currently a twelve-month deferral period for those donors who have ever had sex with a commercial sex worker; had sex with someone who has used intravenous drugs; had sex with a man who has had sex with another man; or had sex with anyone who has been sexually active in parts of the world where HIV/AIDS is highly prevalent.\textsuperscript{89}

The permanent deferral of MSM donors was reduced to twelve months, effective November 7, 2011.\textsuperscript{90} A thorough review of MSM donor deferral policy and the related risks was published in April of 2011 by SaBTO, the Advisory Committee on the Safety of Blood, Tissues and Organs for the United Kingdom Department of Health.\textsuperscript{91} From this report, the health ministers for the U.K. decided that having a deferral of twelve months for MSM would not create a greater risk of transmitting diseases via blood donations.\textsuperscript{92}

The factors that the U.K. ministers took into consideration in reevaluating the policy for MSM blood donations included both technical and quality control advances, and social, cultural, and legal changes.\textsuperscript{93} Perhaps among the most influential advances in technology is the reduction of the window period through the introduction of nucleic acid technology (NAT) testing.\textsuperscript{94}

Significant legal changes include the passage of the Equality Act 2010.\textsuperscript{95} This law “prohibits discrimination on grounds of sexual orientation by a public service provider.”\textsuperscript{96} However, the law has an exception regarding the regulation of blood donations, stating that it is not

\textsuperscript{86} Id.
\textsuperscript{87} Id.
\textsuperscript{89} Id.
\textsuperscript{91} See SABTO, supra note 22, at 1.
\textsuperscript{92} UNITED KINGDOM DEPT'F OF HEALTH, supra note 82.
\textsuperscript{93} SABTO, supra note 22, at 8.
\textsuperscript{94} Id.
\textsuperscript{95} Id.
\textsuperscript{96} Id. at 43.
illegal for a blood service to deny a blood donation if the denial "is because of an assessment of the risk to the public, or to the individual, based on clinical, epidemiological or other data obtained from a source on which it is reasonable to rely . . ." 97

The U.K. changed the deferral period for MSM donors despite the presence of a strict liability standard for the safety of blood donations. This strict liability standard is based on the "legitimate expectations of the public as to the safeness of the 'product.'"98 This standard was confirmed in a 2001 case, A v. National Blood Authority, in which 114 plaintiffs brought an action due to being infected with HCV via blood transfusions.99 In this case, the High Court of England and Wales found that infected blood was defective under the Consumer Protections Act (CPA), and that there is a legal requirement to reduce the risk of infection and make the blood supply as safe as possible.100

The committee further recognized certain societal changes. Specifically, donating blood is "an important act of social responsibility and solidarity," and that the exclusion of MSMs conveys "a marginalizing message at odds with the emphasis on the [LGBT] community being a fully accepted part of society."101

Another factor that SaBTO considered was the international trend in changing deferral policies regarding MSM donations. Specifically, the study considered Spain and Italy’s risk-based approach, in which donors were considered for deferral based on behavior (having sex with HIV carriers, having more than one sexual partner at a time, or having sex with an occasional partner) over the previous twelve months.102 The committee found that this approach, due to lack of adequate studies to document the impact on the safety of the blood supply, was not advisable.103 The committee also looked to Australia’s change to a twelve-month deferral for MSMs and concluded that the slight increase in risk to the blood supply was due to non-compliance of donors rather than a failure of the deferral criteria.104

97. Id.
98. Id.
99. Id. at 10.
100. SABTO, supra note 22, at 10.
101. Id. at 43.
102. R. J. Benjamin et al., Deferral of males who had sex with other males, 101 VOX SANGUINIS 339, 362-63 (Issue 4, 2011); SABTO, supra note 22, at 49.
103. See id.
104. Id. at 50.
The U.K. blood services uses a triple HIV/HCV/HBV NAT test on pools of samples.105 Twenty-four samples are pooled together and subjected to NAT testing.106 If the pool tests positive, it is then retested twice, and if it still tests positive, each sample is then tested individually.107 The window period, the time between infection and detectable testing, is nine days for the NAT test.108 Even within a pool of twenty-four samples, the viral load is high enough to result in a reactive test.109 With the testing regimen in place, the estimated risk of receiving an HIV infected blood transfusion due to testing error is one in 5.8 million donations.110 Further, an infection from a blood transfusion due to testing error has not occurred since 1996.111 In the U.K., no infection via blood transfusion has ever been recorded due to testing that did not register an infected sample during a window period.112

In order to assess the prevalence of behavioral risk factors amongst blood donations that test positive for a disease, the donors whose donations test positive are contacted and asked standardized questions regarding their lifestyle.113 Between 1996 and 2008, 356 of the donations tested positive for HIV and 44% of the donors reported heterosexual intercourse as the risk factor associated with their infection.114 Of 356 donors, 29% reported as MSM.115

The U.K. study found that the window periods are the critical factor when setting appropriate deferral periods.116 The window periods for NAT testing are on average 38.3 days for HBV, 4 days for HCV, and 9 days for HIV.117 The study concluded that to account for the window period for HBV, not HIV, a twelve-month deferral was needed.118

The Committee found that a key risk to the safety of the blood supply, in regards to MSM donors, regardless of the deferral period, is that some donors simply will not comply with the rules and will donate blood.

105. Id. at 40.
106. Id.
107. SABTO, supra note 22 at 40-41.
108. Id.
109. Id. at 41.
110. Id. at 40.
111. Id.
112. Id. at 41.
113. Id. at 25.
114. Id. at 26.
115. Id.
116. Id. at 37.
117. Id. at 36.
118. Id. at 42.
when they should not.\textsuperscript{119} A study was conducted that followed non-compliant donors to identify the reasons for their donations despite being barred.\textsuperscript{120} The predominant reasons that non-compliers donate despite the deferral policy were "categorizing oneself as low risk, or discounting sexual experience that barred donation."\textsuperscript{121} Other factors that led to non-compliance included the belief that testing prevented spread of infection; misunderstanding the rule barring donation; the need for secrecy regarding sexual conduct; and resentment over the deferral policy.\textsuperscript{122} However, a quarter of the non-compliers were not even aware that MSM conduct barred them from donation, and a third believed that only unprotected MSM conduct barred them from donation.\textsuperscript{123} Almost all of the non-compliers that were interviewed regarding their non-compliance stated that they would comply with the deferral policy if they were adequately educated about the policy.\textsuperscript{124}

The Committee presented the study to the ministers of health, and the recommended twelve-month deferral policy for MSM donors was adopted in September of 2011.\textsuperscript{125} Due to the recent change in the policy, the U.K. has not released any information regarding whether the change in the deferral policy has resulted in any increased prevalence of HIV positive blood donations.

\section*{B. Australia}

Australia, like many countries, began deferring the blood donations of MSMs shortly after the outbreak of the HIV/AIDS epidemic in the early 1980's.\textsuperscript{126} Approximately 3\% of Australia's population (560,000 donors) donates blood each year, consisting of 1.3 million donations to meet a need of 1.4 million donations.\textsuperscript{127} It was discovered in 1983 that a person could be infected with HIV via blood donation, and that men having sex

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{119} See SABTO, supra note 22, at 50.
\item \textsuperscript{120} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{121} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{122} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{123} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{124} Id. at 51.
\item \textsuperscript{125} United Kingdom Dept. of Health, supra note 82.
\item \textsuperscript{126} Clive R. Seed, et al., No Evidence of a Significantly Increased Risk of Transfusion-Transmitted Human Immunodeficiency Virus Infection in Australia Subsequent to Implementing a 12-month Deferral for Men who have had Sex with Men, 50 TRANSFUSION 2722 (2010).
\end{itemize}
with men was an important mode of spreading the HIV virus.\textsuperscript{128} At that time there was no screening method for HIV, and Australia began permanently deferring donors with a history of male-to-male sex.\textsuperscript{129} Australia began implementing universal blood donor screening for HIV-1 antibodies when the test was discovered in 1985.\textsuperscript{130} The last HIV infection caused by a blood transfusion occurred in 1998; the source was a female donor.\textsuperscript{131}

From 2007-2011, the most predominant cause of HIV infection in Australia was sexual contact between two men.\textsuperscript{132} The male-to-male contact was found to have caused 75\% of infections while heterosexual encounters accounted for 16\%.\textsuperscript{133} Approximately 6\% of reported cases of HIV infection were by persons with a history of injecting drugs.\textsuperscript{134} Mathematical models identify MSM donors as the greatest risk of HIV infection via blood transfusions.\textsuperscript{135}

Australia changed its deferral of MSM donors from permanent deferral to a twelve-month deferral period on October 9, 2000.\textsuperscript{136} Australia applies the same twelve-month deferral period to heterosexual donors who also have risk-associated behaviors such as having sex for money, having sex with a partner infected with HIV, or having sex with a sex worker.\textsuperscript{137} Donors are screened prior to donation by being asked whether “Within the last 12 months: [They] [h]ad male to male sex (that is, oral or anal sex) with or without a condom?”\textsuperscript{138} Multiple partners or casual sex do not factor into the deferral criteria, nor does condom usage during sex.\textsuperscript{139}

Due to improved testing capabilities, the window period for detecting HIV and other transfusion-transmissible infections has been greatly reduced.\textsuperscript{140} The current deferral period is not based on the sexual practice of the donor, rather the prevalence of transfusion-transmissible infections among the donor’s sexual partner(s) (because although a donor may be
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aware of his own potential risk, he never really knows for sure the sexual activity of his partner amongst a population with a high prevalence of HIV). The twelve-month deferral for MSMs is thought to cover “the most conservative scenario for detecting an infection (i.e. double the length of time of the uppermost threshold for a testing window period or double the length of an incubation period for the appearance of symptoms).” MSMs are singled out because over 80% of those infected with HIV report some kind of history with male-to-male sex. Thus, a male who has had oral or anal sex with another male is at an increased risk of window period transmission and undetected HIV.

Australia Blood Services (“ABS”) completed a study of blood donations containing HIV five years preceding (“Period 1”) and five years following (“Period 2”) the implementation of a twelve-month deferral period for MSMs. This study included first testing donated blood for HIV, and when a donation tested positive for the virus, then ABS contacted the donor. ABS asked the donor several questions on an anonymous basis to try and identify risk factors. The number of times MSM was identified as a risk factor associated with a positive donation was compared before the deferral was changed to twelve months and after.

The results of this study showed no significant effect on the number of HIV positive donations as a result of changing from a lifetime deferral to a twelve-month deferral. In Period 1, ABS received 4,025,571 donations, of which twenty-four tested positive for HIV. In Period 2, 4,964,628 donations were received, of which twenty-four tested positive for HIV. Of the positive donations, sixteen were from male donors in Period 1, and thirteen were from male donors in Period 2.

In Period 1, twenty of the twenty-four HIV positive donors consented to follow-up interviews, and fifteen donors disclosed risk factors.
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those identifying risk factors, two of the donors disclosed themselves as MSM donors. In Period 2, twenty of the donors conducted follow-up interviews, and sixteen of the donors disclosed HIV risk factors. Of those sixteen donors, five were identified as MSM. However, all five of the MSM donors, had male-to-male sexual conduct within twelve months of donating blood. Thus, if they had disclosed this information during the pre-donation screening, they would not have been permitted to donate blood. There was a non-significant increase in both male and female, and male-only HIV positive repeat donors from Period 1 to Period 2, but those repeated donations did not lead to positive recipients. Further, this increase in HIV positive repeat donors came from one region of Australia where the number of new HIV infections increased by 20%. In Period 2, the amount of newly reported HIV infections increased 41% nation-wide, but that increase was not reflected in the number of HIV positive donors.

A recent review of the Australian blood donor deferral policy suggests that the twelve-month deferral for MSMs should be replaced by a six-month deferral policy because the change to twelve-month deferral did not result in increased risk to the blood supply. A review of Australia’s blood donor deferral policies was commissioned by the Australian Red Cross. This study reviewed current deferral policies in light of modern testing practices. The deferral policies are based on window periods where transfusion transmittable diseases can go undetected. Window periods may vary depending on the infected person, thus deferral polices are based on the most conservative estimate of undetectable window periods. Those window periods are then doubled to implement a safety
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Out of the six transfusion transmissible infectious diseases (HIV, HAV, HBV, HCV, HTLV, Syphilis), HCV has the largest possible window period at 94 days. Thus, the minimum deferral period with required safety margin is 188 days. The commission concluded that the “deferral period of six months could be applied to the current sexual activity-related criteria without introducing an unacceptable risk to the blood supply.”

C. Spain

Approximately 1% of Spain’s population (from 15 to 49 years old) is living with HIV, as compared to approximately 12% of Spain’s MSM population. However, Spain currently has no established deferral policy regarding MSM blood donors nor do blood centers ask donors questions regarding their sexual orientation. The current laws regulating blood donations were passed in 2005. Spain follows a risk-based assessment of each donor via their questionnaire, which includes questions that assess risks with a high prevalence of leading to HIV infection. For instance, “blood donors who have had sex with HIV carriers/patients or IV drug users, sex with more than one partner at a time, either of the same or different gender, or sex with an occasional partner, are deferred for 12 months.” Spain utilizes both NAT and Serology testing for HIV on blood donations.

Increases of HIV infections in blood donations and in the general population may cause the Spanish government to pass new regulations regarding MSM blood donations. The prevalence of HIV in blood
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donations in Spain has been found to be one of the highest in Western European countries. In fact, the influx of HIV in blood donations has been a rather recent event. In 2000, there were 4.5 HIV positive blood donations for every 100,000 donations; in 2009, that number had risen to 8.5 HIV positive blood donations for every 100,000 donations. Of those donors who donated HIV positive blood, 88% were male and 74% of the donors disclosed MSM sexual behavior; compared to 22% promiscuous heterosexual behavior. Blood donation officials in Spain believe that this increase is due to donors using blood donations as a way to discreetly take an HIV test.

D. Italy

In Italy, an estimated 0.3% of the population is infected with HIV, with 150,000 citizens living with HIV/AIDS. Approximately 10% of the MSM community is infected with HIV/AIDS. Italy had a deferral for MSM donors until 2001 due to the belief that allowing MSM donors would pose a major risk of spreading HIV. In 2001, Italy removed the question about male homosexual intercourse and replaced it with questions regarding risky sexual behaviors such as having multiple partners and unprotected sex. Italy introduced NAT testing (which can test for HIV with an average window period of five days) for HIV in 2002. A 2009 study analyzed blood donations across Europe between 1995 and 2006. This study found that Italy has the highest prevalence of HIV positive blood donations out of any other country in Western Europe. For every 100,000 donations, 3.8 were HIV positive; for every 100,000 donations among repeat donors 2.4 were HIV positive; for every 100,000 donations among first-time donors 17.2 were HIV positive. The incidence of HIV positive donations increased between 1995 and 2006.
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while the prevalence of HIV among Italy’s population generally has been stabilizing.\textsuperscript{190} This study also showed that one-third of HIV positive persons in Italy were unaware of the source of infection and over half of those infected did not even suspect that they were infected.\textsuperscript{191}

In 2007, a study was conducted to assess whether the risk of spreading HIV infection via blood transfusions had increased due to the complete removal of deferral based on male homosexual intercourse.\textsuperscript{192} The study was conducted in the Lombardy region of Italy, which accounts for the highest incidence of HIV infection in Italy and accounts for 20% of blood donations in the country (about 500,000 donations per year).\textsuperscript{193} Data was collected regarding HIV positive donations between 1997 and 2005.\textsuperscript{194} Of the donors, 130 were found to be HIV positive. Of these 130 donations, risk factors associated with heterosexual intercourse accounted for 48% and male homosexual intercourse accounted for 12%.\textsuperscript{195}

From 1997 to 2001, while MSMs were deferred, 87% of the HIV positive donations were associated with sexual risk factors, but only 18% of those HIV positive donations were associated with male homosexual intercourse.\textsuperscript{196} From 2002 to 2005, 96% of the HIV positive donations were associated with sexual risk factors, and of those risk factors 22% were male homosexual intercourse.\textsuperscript{197}

This study concluded that there was an increase in prevalence of HIV positive donations, but that the major risk factors associated with that increase was heterosexual promiscuity.\textsuperscript{198} Further, HIV positive subjects with homosexual behaviors did not increase by a significant measure after ban on blood donations from MSMs was removed.\textsuperscript{199}

**E. South Africa**

In 2011, it was estimated that 5,600,000 people were living with HIV/AIDS in South Africa with 380,000 new infections per year.\textsuperscript{200} The HIV positive population represents approximately 11% of the general
population, while the prevalence of HIV in the MSM population is 10.4%. South Africa saw a steady increase in the prevalence of HIV in the blood donor population between 1991 and 1998. There were approximately two HIV infections per year caused by blood transfusion.

The South African National Blood Service ("SANBS") is responsible for blood donations throughout the country, and in 2005 they introduced individual donation NAT screening for HIV, HBV, and HCV. In 2006, SANBS reviewed the deferral policy and found that based on internal reviews and the recently introduced individual NAT testing, the deferral period for MSMs could be changed from five years to six months. Between 2005 and 2010, there have been no HIV infections caused by transfusion. There has been an increase of HIV positive donors; however, this is attributed to heterosexual HIV positive donors coming from certain ethnic groups with a high prevalence of HIV.

F. Russia

Since 2001, HIV prevalence in Russia, Eastern Europe and Central Asia has increased by 250%, making the region home to the world’s most rapidly expanding epidemic. However, the increase in HIV incidence in Russia is not due to homosexual sex between men. Men who have sex with men comprise a relatively small proportion of total HIV cases in comparison to Western European and North American nations. In 2012, unprotected male-to-male sex accounted for less than 1% of newly registered cases in Russia, whereas nearly 9% of new cases of HIV were transmitted via heterosexual sex. New cases of HIV actually rose in 2012 by 12% with 200 new cases a day, yet sex between men was not the main cause. In nearly 60% of new cases, drug injection with reused
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needles was the cause of the infection. The highest-route of transmission in Russia involves blood transfusion, and sadly children are the most susceptible to new infection.

Russia has historical ill will toward the gay community. Article 121 of the Soviet Criminal Code prohibited consensual sexual relations between men, and sodomy was punishable by up to five years in prison. In April 1993, the first part of Article 121, the act of men engaging in consensual homosexual acts, was decriminalized. In 1999, Russia's authority on psychology decided that homosexuality was not classified as a mental illness. Continuing with progress, on April 16, 2008, Russian Minister of Health and Social Development, Tatyana Golikova, signed a decree effectively repealing a six-year ban on gay blood donors on the basis of the ban being unconstitutional and discriminatory. The lifting of the ban was a part of a campaign to build “the institution of blood donation” in Russia by the Ministry of Public Health. This was a major win for LGBT human rights in Russia. “Russian legislation finally got rid of the last direct discriminatory provision against homosexual people.” However, Russia is returning to its old ways by introducing the “homosexual propaganda” ban. The anti-gay bill is feared to make gay pride marches, demonstrations for gay rights, and public displays of affection by same-sex couples illegal. The recent violence toward LGBT
persons in Russia and President Vladimir Putin’s lack of willingness to stop such violence has sparked protests around the world and some are even calling for the boycott of the 2014 Winter Olympics.\(^{224}\) However, even Russia has recognized that the gay blood ban needed to end.

G. Mexico

On December 25, 2012, Mexico removed its ban on blood donations from gay and bisexual men.\(^{225}\) NOM 003-SSA2, a regulation from 1993 that explicitly banned gay and bisexual men from donating blood based on their “practices” and their “increased probability of acquiring HIV or hepatitis infection,” was effectively dissolved.\(^{226}\) The new regulation NOM 253-SSA1 eliminates the systematic and categorical prohibition on gay male blood donations.\(^{227}\) Instead, Mexico adopts a “risky sexual practices” based approach to blood donations, similar to Italy and Spain.\(^{228}\) NOM 253-SSA1 defines these “risky sexual practices” as any sexual practice that may include “contact or exchange of blood, sexual secretions or other bodily secretions between someone who might have a transmittable disease and areas of another person’s body through which an infectious agent might be able to penetrate.”\(^{229}\)

Mexico, the first North American country to lift the ban on blood donations from gay and bisexual men, was applauded for the change.\(^{230}\) A Mexican governmental body, the National Council to Prevent Discrimination, released a statement on December 26, 2012 stating that,

in making these discriminatory distinctions, the [previous] norm


\(^{228}\) Brydum, \textit{supra} note 225.

\(^{229}\) Id.

explicitly violated the prohibition against discrimination present in the Constitution and the Federal Law to Prevent and Eliminate Discrimination, as well as Article 24 of the American Convention on Human Rights and Article 26 of the International Civil and Political Rights Treat, among other international instruments of law, which establish that every person is equal before the law regardless of any condition.\textsuperscript{231}

Prior to the new rule being promulgated, Mexico’s incidence of new HIV infections decreased in a span of ten years by 29\%.\textsuperscript{232} There was also a noted shortage in the blood supply, and increased HIV testing technology produced no new cases of HIV/AIDS resulting from blood transfusions since 1999.\textsuperscript{233} With the lifting of the gay blood ban in Mexico, an example may have been set for other North American countries to follow.

H. Japan

Japan previously had a one-year deferral for MSM donors; however, this was updated to a six-month deferral policy in light of NAT testing, which greatly decreases the window period for detecting HIV.\textsuperscript{234} Further, the Japanese blood donor questionnaire treats MSM behavior as an equally risky behavior as having a new heterosexual partner, which also requires a six-month deferral.\textsuperscript{235} The questionnaire asks whether the donor has had a new heterosexual partner in the last six months, had sex with a man (if the donor is male), used illegal drugs, or had a sexual partner that meets any of the previous categories.\textsuperscript{236} An affirmative answer to any of these questions results in disqualification from donating blood.\textsuperscript{237}

\textsuperscript{234} E-mail from Japanese Red Cross Society, BLOOD SERV. HEADQUARTERS (April 2, 2013) (on file with author).
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I. Canada

Canada, along with the United States, had a ban in place since the AIDS epidemic began. The Canadian Blood Services ("CBS"), as mandated by its regulator, Health Canada, had placed a lifetime ban on blood donations from MSM anytime since 1977. The policy stated that the ban is "based on current scientific knowledge and statistical information that shows that men who have had sex with other men are at greater risk for HIV/AIDS infection than other people." However, Canada recognized that the science of the 1970's and 1980's is outdated because there have been vast improvements to blood testing since then and the ban does not take into account safe sexual practices nor the fact that 94% of the homosexual and bisexual community in Canada is not HIV-positive.

CBS acted to change this long-standing ban on MSM blood donations. CBS submitted a plan to Health Canada, to support a change from the lifetime ban on homosexuals to a deferral system. A study created by the Canadian Medical Association determined that the benefits of a deferral system would offset the negative consequences. The study revealed that changing the ban to a one-year deferral would result in a risk increment of one unit of blood for every eleven million units collected, a small potential hazard to those receiving blood donations. The study argued that Canada was ripe for a change since “the current policy is counterproductive in terms of loss of donors, loss of good will, student protests, donor boycotts, lawsuits, and other negative effects.”

Due to the efforts of CBS and other special interest groups, on May 22, 2013, Canada approved a proposal to change the lifetime ban on gay
blood donors to a deferral period of five years.246 The new five-year deferral period means that men who have not had sex with men in the past five years are now eligible to donate blood in Canada.247 The official announcement by Health Canada states that the improved screening and quick detection of HIV in blood within days, was a strong element in amending the ban.248 This recent development puts additional pressure on the United States as its neighbors to the North and South have changed their gay blood policy. The deferral system is a step in the right direction; a step similar to recent changes in other industrialized countries.

J. Other Countries

The foregoing countries are not isolated in their attempts and successes in advocating for the allowance of gay blood donations. Several other countries have recently modified their policy on allowing MSM blood donations. Sweden became one of the first European countries, along with Italy and Spain, to allow gay men to donate blood.249 Even though the ban is not completely lifted, the lifetime deferral was exchanged for a year deferral period as of March 2010.250 Moreover, although not completely analogous, China lifted its ban on lesbians donating blood on July 1, 2012.251 Men who have sex with men are still prohibited.252

As of April 24, 2013, Chile lifted its ban on MSM donors after over a year of lobbying by LGBT groups, and now Chilean gay and lesbian individuals are allowed to donate blood if they meet certain criteria.253 The change in the blood donation policy by the Chilean Health Ministry came
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less than a year after the country implemented a piece of anti-discriminatory legislation.\textsuperscript{254} Potential gay and lesbian blood donors will no longer be denied outright, but instead will only be restricted based upon their answers to questions targeting those with a history of risky sexual behavior; a trend that most countries who recently lifted or amended gay blood donation policies are utilizing.\textsuperscript{255} The deferral period in Chile is now twelve months.\textsuperscript{256} Chilean Health Minister, Jaime Manalich, states that banning gay men from donating blood "made no sense from a scientific standpoint and even less when taking discrimination into consideration."\textsuperscript{257} An LGBT activist in Chile was quoted saying that, "As of today, sex between people of the same sex ceases to be considered a danger, disease or infection by the Health Ministry."\textsuperscript{258}

Many more countries are in a state of reevaluation. In Colombia, the Constitutional Court ruled against a blood clinic that asked about sexual orientation and turned gays away because they are perpetuating discrimination and the ban on gay blood donations was unnecessary because all blood centers are required to test blood donations for HIV.\textsuperscript{259} Argentina is also one step closer to allowing gay men to donate blood as their Congress passed a bill that could ban clinics from asking blood donors about their sexual orientation.\textsuperscript{260} The Senate sets the measure for debate sometime this year.\textsuperscript{261}

\section*{IV. ARE GLOBAL LESSONS APPLICABLE TO THE UNITED STATES?}

Every country in the world strives to maintain a healthy and ample blood supply for its citizens. The United States is not an outlier in regards to its testing procedures, its current HIV trends, or its need for additional blood supply. However, while the rest of the world is taking a critical and objective approach to its policies regarding blood donations, the Unites
States seems to be lagging behind global progress. The current steps towards evaluating the MSM ban in the United States pale in comparison to the extensive studies other countries have completed. Health and Human Services called for comments regarding the compliance of the MSM community to the regulations in February of 2012. However, no meeting or study has been conducted since this announcement. HHS and the FDA have made it clear that revising this policy is not a priority, despite the requests of blood donation organizations for change.

A change to the deferral policy cannot be based merely on the desperate impact upon a subsection of our society. Rather, as many countries have pointed out, a change must stem from current scientific testing procedures, current trends in the growth of HIV, changing societal perception of the gay community, and current legal climate.

A. Current Testing Procedures

The United States currently utilizes NAT testing for all blood donations, which can test for HIV between nine and eleven days after infection (window period). The FDA requires blood donations to be pooled with a maximum of twenty-four samples and subjected to NAT testing. If this pool tests positive, each donation is subjected to repeat testing on an individual basis.

This testing process is similar to the testing process used by the countries that have changed their deferral policy for MSMs. The U.K. also pools donations in groups of twenty-four and performs NAT testing. Australia, Spain, Italy, South Africa, Japan, Canada, and Mexico use NAT testing on their blood donations as well. The U.S. was one of the earliest countries to utilize NAT testing in 1999. As other countries have begun introducing NAT testing, they have modified their MSM deferral policies, because a lifetime deferral for an MSM does not scientifically make sense when the NAT test can reveal an HIV infection within nine to eleven days
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after infection. South Africa introduced NAT testing in 2005, and changed its deferral policy to six months in 2006. Australia adopted NAT testing in 2000 and changed its deferral policy to one year in 2000. Japan changed its deferral period to a year in 2008, but when the NAT testing became even more advanced, it changed its deferral period to six-months in 2011.

These countries almost immediately reevaluated their MSM deferral policies in response to the scientific advancement that NAT testing brought. However, the U.S. has failed to even seriously consider revising the policy that permanently defers a male who has had sex with another male in the past twenty-five years when the NAT test can identify HIV as early as five days. This policy simply can no longer be justified on scientific evidence.

B. HIV Epidemiology Changes

New infections of HIV in the United States have been reduced by two-thirds since the height of the epidemic. The term “Gay Plague” certainly no longer applies to HIV in the U.S. or the world. In the U.S., 25% of new HIV infections in 2010 were caused by heterosexual contact, while MSM accounted for 63%, and injected drug users accounted for 8%.

A closer look at the statistics reveals that African Americans have a disproportionate representation in HIV infections. Although African Americans only account for 14% of the U.S. population, they account for 44% of new HIV infections. Specifically, while African American males and white MSM infection rates are roughly equal, the infection rate of African American females is twenty times higher than white females, accounting for 13% of all new HIV infections. It is estimated that 1 in 16 African American males, and 1 in 32 African American females will be infected with HIV at some point during their life. New infections can be analyzed further by age groups. People aged 25-34 accounted for 31% of
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new infections, while those aged 13-24 accounted for 26% of new infections.\textsuperscript{277} Yet, race, ethnicity, or age are nowhere on the blood donation questionnaire.

A continued rationale for permanently deferring MSM donors in the U.S. has been that the MSM population constitutes such a high risk of HIV prevalence within the community that allowing any of them to donate would constitute an unacceptable risk. However, in Australia, MSM constitutes 75% of HIV infections, a number even higher than in the U.S.\textsuperscript{278} Despite this statistic, Australia changed its deferral period to twelve months, which resulted in no significant increase in the number of HIV positive donations.\textsuperscript{279} In Italy, 10% of the MSM population has HIV (as compared to 0.3% of the general population), but when Italy changed to a risk-based questionnaire for donors, as opposed to a blanket deferral of MSM donors, the increase in HIV positive donations was caused not by MSM donors but heterosexual donors.\textsuperscript{280} In the U.K., 42% of HIV infections are caused by MSM sexual activity, but the Ministry of Health determined that reducing the deferral period would not significantly increase risk to the blood supply.\textsuperscript{281} In Japan, the MSM population has an HIV prevalence of approximately 5%, compared to less than 1% in the general population, and the deferral period was changed to six months in April of 2011.\textsuperscript{282}

In almost every country around the world, the prevalence of HIV in the MSM population is higher than the general population. Countries have acknowledged that although this may be the case, scientific advances no longer warrant a lifetime deferral or disqualifying a specific segment of society from donating blood.

C. Vanishing Stigma Towards the Gay Community

There was a time when the gay community was relegated to hiding their sexuality out of fear of scorn by greater society. However, time and activism have changed society’s perception of the gay community. Around the world, countries are recognizing gay persons with antidiscrimination laws and recognizing same-sex relationships. In evaluating blood donor regulations, countries look to ethical considerations regarding treatment of
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MSM donors. The U.K. recognized that “radical changes in both the legal and social consideration of same sex relationships reflect a society less accepting of perceived unfairness or discrimination." The recognition that the report speaks of is the Civil Partnership Act of December 5, 2005 that gave same-sex couples the right to civil unions, which carry the same legal rights as heterosexual unions. The report went on further to consider that excluding MSMs creates a marginalizing effect that is at odds with the goal of making the LGBT community a fully accepted part of society.

In Australia, the Australian Red Cross Blood Services recognized that the ban on MSM donors created a significant challenge to the donor’s right to sexual preference. Society in Australia has embraced same-sex relationships, which are legal in five of the seven states, and by recognizing civil unions on the federal level with equal status to heterosexual unions. Spain, which has no exclusion of MSM donors, recognized same-sex marriage in July of 2005. Canada, which is considering revisions to their deferral policy of MSM donors, recognized same-sex marriages in July of 2005. South Africa recognized same-sex marriage in 2006, the same year it changed its deferral policy for MSM donors to six-months.

Society in the U.S. has also changed its perception of the LGBT community, which is evidenced in the changing perception of same-sex relationships. In the U.S., fifteen states and the District of Columbia allow same-sex marriages, ten states offer either civil unions or domestic partnerships in recognition of same-sex relationships, and two additional states recognize out-of-state marriages but do not offer it themselves. This shift towards recognition began in the U.S. when Massachusetts became the first state to recognize same-sex marriages on May 17,
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Currently, over 41% of the U.S. population lives in a state with marriage equality, civil unions, or domestic partnership recognition of same-sex relationships. In the U.S., 53% of Americans support-sex marriage. Lawmakers have recognized this shift, as evident in a 2012 letter to Health and Human Services signed by 62 members of the House of Representatives and the Senate, including the current Secretary of State John Kerry, calling for HHS to revise the MSM ban. Secretary Kerry, at the time a U.S. Senator, wrote that the regulation should rely "on the science of today and not the myths of twenty years ago." Further, a resolution was recently introduced to the House of Representatives to update the blood donor criteria by U.S. Representatives and Senators.

Indeed, the myths and stigma of twenty years ago have changed. The move towards recognizing LGBT relationships is evidence that society no longer views the gay community as a promiscuous and irresponsible subset of society. In relationship recognition, there is the recognition that the gay community in-fact has stable, long-term relationships, capable of lasting a lifetime and raising children. Thus, the rationale that MSM donors are all associated with risky behavior and that they are constantly in contact with HIV is no longer valid or supported. The U.S. should follow the lead of other countries and take the growing acceptance of the LGBT community into consideration when evaluating the current ban on MSM donors.

D. Current Legal Climate

Many countries have legal protections for the LGBT community in the form of anti-discrimination laws, which influence the evaluation of MSM donor regulations. With formalized anti-discrimination laws, countries have to evaluate whether banning MSM donors will be illegal, or even if legal, legally unadvisable.
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In the U.K., the Equality Act of 2010 prohibits discrimination on grounds of sexual orientation by a public service provider.\(^{300}\) Although the law has an exception for blood donations, the U.K. concluded that the MSM regulation must be read in light of the general prohibition of sexual orientation discrimination in the Equality Act of 2010.\(^{301}\) Further, the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union ("TEFU") of 2000, prohibits discrimination based on sexual orientation.\(^{302}\) Although Australia does not have an antidiscrimination law that includes sexual orientation as a protected class, the MSM deferral has been legally challenged three times as discriminatory on the basis of "sexuality and lawful sexual activity."\(^{303}\) When reviewing the deferral of MSM donors, the Australian Red Cross found that although those legal challenges were unsuccessful, it is the responsibility of government to regularly review the policy and ensure it is supported by scientific evidence and avoids violating the anti-discrimination laws of Australia.\(^{304}\) South Africa passed the Promotion of Equality and Prevention of Unfair Discrimination Act in 2000, which made it illegal to discriminate against persons based on sexual orientation.\(^{305}\)

Currently there is no federal law in the U.S. protecting LGBT citizens from discrimination, and it is perfectly legal to fire a LGBT employee on the basis of his or her sexuality in 29 states.\(^{306}\) The Employment Non-Discrimination Act was reintroduced to the House of Representatives and the Senate on April 25, 2013, which would make it illegal to discriminate against an LGBT employee.\(^{307}\) The U.S. has recognized the rights of LGBT persons when it signed the Joint Statement on the Rights of LGBT Persons at the Human Rights Council of the United Nations.\(^{308}\)

In June of 2013, the United States Supreme Court announced its decision on the Constitutionality of the Defense of Marriage Act

---
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AN ANTIQUATED PERSPECTIVE

("DOMA") in the landmark case of United States v. Windsor.¹⁰⁹ DOMA, the Federal law passed in 1996, defined marriage as between one man and one woman and applied this definition to over 1,000 federal statutes.¹¹⁰ This law essentially blocked same-sex couples married under state law from being recognized by any federal statute. The majority opinion, written by Justice Kennedy, found that "DOMA seeks to injure the very class [states] seek to protect. By doing so it violates basic due process and equal protection principles applicable to the Federal Government."¹¹¹ The opinion went on to find that DOMA "places same-sex couples in an unstable position of being in a second-tier marriage."¹¹² DOMA was struck down as a violation of the Fifth Amendment, and now the barrier to the federal government recognizing state same-sex marriage licenses has been removed.¹¹³

Administrative agencies and departments in the U.S. government have begun recognizing LGBT rights. In 2010, President Obama signed legislation that began the repeal of Don't Ask Don't Tell, the military rule that barred known LGBT service members from serving in the military.¹¹⁴ Regarded as one of the most discriminatory policies of the U.S. government, it was fully dismantled in September of 2011.¹¹⁵ Further, in February of 2013, the military decided to extend federal benefits to the domestic partners of military personnel.¹¹⁶ In June of 2009, the Department of State extended benefits to domestic partners of Foreign Service personnel.¹¹⁷

The legal climate is changing in the U.S.; adapting to the changes in society. In evaluating their MSM blood donation policies, other countries have had to consider whether the policy would be found to be illegal when faced with other laws of the nation. The U.S. should do the same. LGBT rights have been recognized on the state level, on the floor of the General Assembly of the U.N., in the military, and in the Department of State. The FDA must acknowledge these changes in law and policy and consider
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making regulations for blood donations that are consistent with these changes.

V. ADDITIONAL CHALLENGES

A. Constitutional Law Argument

The FDA blood policy excluding gay men from donating blood treats gay donors and similarly situated straight donors differently. This unfair differentiation between gay and straight donors raises constitutional equal protection concerns. This Part does not expand upon the arguments made by prior articles about the unconstitutionality of the MSM ban, but wishes to readdress the issue in light of a societal shift in the acceptance of gay marriage and the call for the MSM ban to be overturned in the United States and abroad.

When attempting to attack the MSM ban on constitutional grounds, the proper level of scrutiny needs to be determined. The Equal Protection Clause under the Fourteenth Amendment employs three tiers of judicial review. The three levels of review are strict scrutiny, intermediate scrutiny, and rational basis. The appropriate level of review employed by the judiciary depends upon a number of factors. These factors include the class involved, the particular rights infringed upon, a history of unequal treatment, and other variously weighed factors.


319. See e.g., City of Cleburne v. Cleburne Living Ctr., Inc., 473 U.S. 432, 440-42 (1985) (state legislation that distinguishes between the mentally retarded and others much be rationally related to a legitimate government interest).

320. If a classification implicates a suspect class, the classification is subject to strict scrutiny, requiring that the state demonstrate that the classification furthers a compelling governmental interest and is narrowly tailored to further that interest. Classifications based on race, national origin and ethnicity, and alienage have been treated as suspect. See e.g., Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. 1, 11 (1967) (Supreme Court invalidating a state law under strict scrutiny that prohibited interracial marriage); Korematsu v. United States, 323 U.S. 214, 216 (1944) (Supreme Court upholding the discrimination of Japanese Americans during World War II despite applying strict scrutiny to the government action). The Supreme Court has created a middle tier of review for classifications based on gender or illegitimacy commonly referred to as intermediate scrutiny. Classifications affecting such quasi-suspect groups must be substantially related to a sufficiently important governmental interest. See e.g., Trimble v. Gordon, 430 U.S. 762 (1977) (Supreme Court invalidating state law discriminating against illegitimate children under intermediate scrutiny). All other classifications are reviewed under the rational basis test, under which they are presumptively constitutional as long as they are rationally related to any conceivable, legitimate governmental interest, even if such interest is offered post hoc. See e.g., Williamson v. Lee Optical of Okla., Inc. 348 U.S. 483, 489 (1955) (Supreme Court applying a rational basis review to state law regulating a business).

Matters affecting individuals of a different sexual orientation have historically been reviewed under rational basis review.\(^{322}\) However, in *Lawrence v. Texas*, a case challenging a Texas law that made consensual and private homosexual sex illegal, the Court departed from the rational basis review without formally committing to a higher level of scrutiny, and based its holding on the Due Process Clause, not the Equal Protection Clause.\(^{323}\) A concurring Justice O'Connor based her opinion on equal protection grounds and argued for "a more searching form of rational basis" because the Texas sodomy law in question had a "desire to harm a politically unpopular group."\(^{324}\) Further she wrote, "[m]oral disapproval of this group, like a bare desire to harm the group, is an interest that is insufficient to satisfy rational basis review under the Equal Protection Clause."\(^{325}\) The court invalidated the Texas sodomy law because it targeted gay men, similar to the way that the MSM ban targets gay men. However, the Supreme Court does not recognize the "more searching form of rational basis" and explicitly claims to be applying standard rational basis in *Lawrence*.\(^{326}\) The Supreme Court does not employ equal protection for invalidation nor has it increased the level of scrutiny with which to evaluate policies discriminating against gays.\(^{327}\)

There is rapidly growing support for gay marriage and the full acceptance of LGBT rights in the U.S. as well as the rest of the world. President Obama has recently embraced a heightened level of scrutiny for statutes that single out LGBT people and gay marriage.\(^{328}\) As noted above, the Supreme Court found that the Defense of Marriage Act violated the Fifth Amendment.\(^{329}\) However, the Supreme Court did not outline a level of scrutiny by which to evaluate laws directed at the LGBT population. The Court did rely on precedent created in *Lawrence v. Texas*, as discussed above.\(^{330}\)
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The MSM ban fails a heightened level of rational basis review. Although the policy applies only to men who have had sex with men, "the conduct targeted . . . is conduct that is closely correlated with being homosexual. Under such circumstances . . . it is instead directed toward gay persons as a class."\textsuperscript{331} The MSM ban targets all gay men, even those who practice safe sex, get tested regularly, and do not have an HIV infection. The MSM ban creates a distinction between "gay men" and "men who have sex with men" without legal meaning. Moreover, there is no gay man that could pass the ban’s exclusion of a man who has had sex with a man since 1977.

The Court held in \textit{Lawrence} that when the state makes conduct that defines a class as criminal, "that declaration in and of itself is an invitation to subject homosexual persons to discrimination both in the public and in the private spheres."\textsuperscript{332} The blood ban may not make MSM acts criminal, but it does presume all gay men are guilty of risky behavior and communicable diseases. This presumption is inherent in the MSM policy and continues the stigma that comes along with being a gay man. This sends a message to gay men that whatever they do, no matter how safe the sex they are having is, it does not matter because "gay" is synonymous with HIV/AIDS.

Furthermore, a person does not get HIV/AIDS because he is gay, nor does a person only get HIV by having sex with a man. A person contracts HIV by participating in risky behavior. It does not matter if that person is gay or straight. Instead of focusing on a category of people, the FDA blood policy should focus on the risky behaviors that increase the chances of spreading HIV/AIDS. The blood policies of other countries, the countries that have lifted or amended their bans on gay blood donations, consider risky behaviors. This is something that the U.S. has not done and is refusing to do.

The "precautionary principle," which many defenders of the policy argue is the main reason for maintaining a ban on gay blood donors, does not serve its purpose because the FDA fails to apply the principle to all similarly situated people. The most cautious, risk-adverse option would be to ban blood from all high risk groups, including heterosexuals donors who engage in unprotected, multiple-partner, promiscuous sex regularly. While focusing on the high HIV prevalence in MSM, the FDA seems to ignore the high prevalence in other groups such as African American or young donors. There is not a justifiable distinction. While the MSM ban
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serves a broad exclusion with the purpose of protecting the blood supply, it does so by being both over-inclusive, by excluding healthy homosexual donors, and under-inclusive, by admitting risky heterosexual donors.

By categorically excluding gay men, the MSM policy is facially discriminatory. The ban does not apply to other high-risk groups, thus is not rationally related to its stated goal of protecting the nation's blood supply. A ban that discriminates against a suspect class without commendable rationalization violates the Equal Protection Clause and should be deemed unconstitutional.

B. The Administrative Law Argument

The FDA is an administrative agency whose actions are governed by the Administrative Procedure Act ("APA") and reviewable by courts.\(^{333}\) The APA governs the process by which federal agencies develop and issue regulations.\(^{334}\) It includes requirements for publishing notices of proposed and final rulemaking in the Federal Register and provides opportunities for the public to comment on notices of proposed rulemaking.\(^{335}\) The APA requires most rules to have a 30-day delayed effective date.\(^{336}\) In addition to setting forth rulemaking procedures, the APA addresses other agency actions such as issuance of policy statements, licenses, and permits.\(^{337}\) It also provides standards for judicial review if a person has been adversely affected or aggrieved by an agency action.\(^{338}\) It is possible that a gay donor "suffering legal wrong because of an agency action, or adversely affected and aggrieved by agency action within the meaning of a relevant statute" can sue under the APA challenging the MSM policy.\(^{339}\)

1. Final Action

A court must determine that an agency issued a "final action" for review to be possible. The FDA's ban on gay blood donations came through guidance documents that stated that MSM constitutes "high risk" for HIV/AIDS.\(^{340}\) "Guidance documents do not themselves establish legally enforceable rights or responsibilities and are not legally binding on
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\(^{340}\) See Eligibility Requirements, supra note 20.
the public or the agency." However, if guidance has a "direct effect on . . . day-to-day business," then it is possible for guidance to amount to a final rule. The guidance documents used by the FDA prohibiting gay men from donating blood are final because they are relied upon by the industry.

The FDA did not itself make the arbitrary conclusions excluding gay men from donating blood. Instead, it relied upon the opinion of an advisory committee. This could be seen as an obstacle in an APA challenge to the MSM blood ban. Congress allows for the operation of "numerous committees, boards, commissions, counsels, and similar groups which have been established to advise officers and agencies in the executive branch of the Federal Government" under the Federal Advisory Committee Act in 1972 ("FACA"). However, reliance on an advisory committee's decision may constitute final agency action. An Advisory committee producing these guidelines does not preclude the guidelines from being deemed an arbitrary and capricious FDA action in an APA challenge.

2. Formal and Informal Rulemaking

The FDA's decision regarding MSM blood would be reviewed under a similar framework as an informal rulemaking in Citizens to Preserve Overton Park, Inc. v. Volpe. In reviewing informal rulemaking, a "court must consider whether the decision was based on a consideration of the relevant factors and whether there has been a clear error of judgment. . . . Although this inquiry into the facts is to be searching and careful, the ultimate standard of review is a narrow one."

Courts will likely give a high degree of deference to agencies in informal agency actions. The scope of review for an agency action would be analogous to rational basis. The review will be further limited by the fact that the FDA's decision to ban gay blood donors is scientific and
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agencies like the FDA are deemed experts of highly technical issues. Courts will set aside an agency action if the court finds that action to be arbitrary and capricious. Arbitrariness is found when an agency offers “insufficient reasons for treating similar situations differently.”

Here, the FDA provides no rational reasoning for continuing to bar MSM blood for a lifetime deferral, with the increasing technology, awareness, and better testing practices. Yet, they allow heterosexuals whom engage in high-risk sexual behavior, perhaps even riskier behavior than homosexuals, to donate and they are only deferred one year, if at all. The FDA’s MSM ban treats like situations differently. For instance, only a one-year deferral is applied to a heterosexual man who has had unsafe sex with an HIV positive prostitute, but a MSM in a monogamous relationship is banned from donating blood forever. This cannot be held to be a rational distinction. Moreover, the distinction does not rationally relate to the prevention of disease transmission. In State Farm, the Court reasoned that agency actions are irrational if the agency “entirely failed to consider an important aspect of the problem . . .” The FDA and the MSM fails to consider all of the new HIV transmissions resulting from heterosexuals. Rather than focus on the unsafe nature of sexual acts of homosexual men, the FDA should follow the lead of other countries that have updated their MSM donation policies by focusing on the unsafe nature and risky practices of any sexual act performed by any sexually active donor. The FDA’s policy invents this distinction between MSM and heterosexual donors that is scientifically untenable; a gay man does not contract AIDS by being gay but by engaging in risky behavior, the same as heterosexuals. This risky behavior was taken into account in countries that recently changed their MSM blood donation stance. Accordingly, the FDA’s failure to consider this important health aspect renders its continued action of banning gay males from donating blood arbitrary and capricious.
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3. Proper Notice & Comment

The APA requires an agency to allow the public to submit comments for thirty days on a proposed rule. An agency can waive the notice and comment period if they have good cause. The good cause exception is only available when the notice and comment period is impracticable, unnecessary, or contrary to the public interest. When a regulation "has wide impact and is controversial," an agency hoping to bypass the notice and comment requirement must provide a convincing argument for good cause.

The FDA ban evolved over the years, however two central themes remain constant: (1) the ban categorically excludes MSM from donating blood; and (2) the changes to the ban all occurred without standard notice and comment procedures. The FDA could have relied on the good cause exception on the basis of public interest when the HIV/AIDS epidemic first hit the U.S. in 1983, but the FDA never argued such a basis in its guidance. Continuing to argue the ban is in place to protect public interest is not convincing given technological and societal advancements. Although the policy originated out of an imperative to save lives, this alone cannot absolve the FDA's failure to comply with notice and comment procedures.

C. Matter of Public Policy

The need for blood is always in high demand. One donation can help save the lives of up to three people. Every two seconds someone needs blood. More than 44,000 blood donations are needed every day, and a single car accident can require as many as 100 pints of blood.

Recent crises in the U.S. have increased the need for blood. In the summer of 2012, the Red Cross said that its national blood supply was at its lowest level in 15 years because of severe weather combined with a markedly slow summer of donations. When Hurricane Sandy hit the
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eastern coast of the U.S. in October 2012, more than 9,000 blood and platelet donations across 14 states were canceled and led to a long-term impact on blood shortages.\textsuperscript{363} The flu season in early 2013 was particularly severe, as 48 states reported to have widespread influenza infections leading to the declaration of emergency blood shortages were declared because of the flu.\textsuperscript{364}

Events abroad have also led to decreases in blood supply. The U.K. blood supplies were dangerously low after the Norovirus outbreak in early 2013.\textsuperscript{365} Drug-related violence in Mexico attributed to the low blood supply in Mexico that was insufficient to meet the needs of more than one million individuals.\textsuperscript{366} Japan’s quadruple disaster—earthquake, tsunami, nuclear alert, and power shortages in March 2011—put substantial constraint on the nation’s blood supply and led to the implementation of countermeasures in order to mitigate damage to the nation’s blood supply in similar circumstances in future.\textsuperscript{367} Perhaps what is more interesting is that Japan, Mexico, and similar countries revised their MSM ban in a short time period after these events and when blood shortages occurred.

One would assume with the great need for blood in the U.S. and around the globe donors would be stepping forward en masse to help their fellow man. However, that is not the case and the shortage of blood is still an issue. The two most common reasons cited by people who do not give blood are: “Never thought about it” and “I don’t like needles.”\textsuperscript{368} However, the new reason should be “Can’t, I’m gay.” The MSM ban excludes a large donor base while exacerbating the nation’s blood shortage. The MSM ban prevents more than seven million men—over 6.4% of the male population—from ever donating blood during their lifetimes.\textsuperscript{369} Lifting the donation ban could increase the blood supply by...
more than enough to keep the blood supply out of critical shortage. That increase in donations would amount to 219,000 pints of blood, which could save over 657,000 lives annually.370

Although the need for blood will always be constant, the removal of the restriction on MSM donors would help to alleviate the constriction on the U.S. blood supply. In light of the recent blood shortages stemming from times of hardship and disaster, overturning the MSM ban has a compelling and imminent human element.

VI. CONCLUSION

The most important factor in setting regulations regarding blood donations has been, and must continue to be, safety of the blood supply. However, threats to that safety must be continually reassessed based on current risks and current scientific advances that thwart those risks. The regulation must have a rational relationship to these factors and minimize any discriminatory effects.

The recommendation of this article, based on these factors, is that the FDA should change the blood donor policy to reflect an accurate risk assessment of the donor. This would mean the complete removal of any deferral for MSM donors. Instead of a blanket ban for an entire group, the policy must address risks of each individual donor. There is no rational basis for permanently deferring a MSM donor who had sexual activity associated with risk since 1977 while allowing a heterosexual donor who had sexual activity associated with risk the day before donating blood. Having a blanket allowance of heterosexual donors, despite possible risks that that promiscuous heterosexual practices carry, creates a risk of danger for the blood supply that is not currently being addressed. If a blood donor has had a change in sexual partners or engaged in unsafe sexual practices, regardless of whether they are heterosexual or an MSM, the donor should be deferred for no more than six-months.

NAT testing has revolutionized the testing of blood donations, yet the FDA seems intent on ignoring this scientific advancement. Countries mentioned in this article have taken a critical look at their policies, and the constant theme among all of them is that NAT testing has drastically reduced the window period in which HIV and other transfusion-transmittable infections can be detected in a donor blood supply. Window

periods for detecting HIV ranging from five to ten days have led the United Kingdom and Australia to reduce their deferral period to twelve months, South Africa and Japan to reduce their deferral period to six months, and Spain, Italy, and Chile to assess donors on an individual basis with no blanket deferrals. The research mentioned in this article has confirmed that reducing the deferral periods, or abolishing them, have not led to a significant decrease in safety to the blood supply.

The United States’ lifetime ban on MSM donors stands in stark contrast to the rest of the world. The reasons that this regulation was passed no longer exist, making it arbitrary and capricious. Citizens of the United States, all citizens, deserve regulations and policies that make this country safer and more equitable.